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JCM Global Brings Leading Automated Transaction Technologies to AGE 2023 

 
Technology roadmaps to the future begin on stand 934 

 
LAS VEGAS (August 7, 2023) – Gaming operators can plan their technology roadmaps to the future with JCM 
Global® (JCM) on stand 934 at AGE 2023. JCM will exhibit its leading transaction technologies that enhance the 
guest experience, increase efficiencies, and boost security. 
 
JCM works with each individual operator to create a unique technology roadmap that builds a bridge to future 
success. Vital technologies that comprise the roadmap include JCM’s award-winning bill validation solutions 
iVIZION®, UBA®, and UBA® Pro. 
 
JCM will also show its market-leading GEN5® Thermal Printer. When used in concert, iVIZION and GEN5 power 
JCM’s patented FUZION® technology. At AGE, JCM will demonstrate exciting new FUZION capabilities, including 
real time peripheral health monitoring, remote firmware upgrades, and mobile transactions for the gaming floor. 
 
“The Australian and Asia Pacific gaming markets are exciting, and JCM technologies are helpful to operators who 
are seeking to provide their players with safe, secure, and accountable transaction options, today and well into 
the future,” said JCM General Manager Asia Pacific Ian Payne. 
 
Discover JCM’s leading technology in AGE 2023 stand 934, and join JCM on LinkedIn, Facebook, and YouTube.  
 
About JCM Global  
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the 
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and 
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned 
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming, 
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information. 
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